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Neither of whom are dead. Even if he is playful and flirtatious. Man I tell you if I was a black dude I'd be like, you know what baby
bro. I was in to it. I know tomorrow I'll have a beer with one of my best friends show him this conversation and he'll face palm and
we'll both sigh, "Ahh White people". Or the fact that foods have long been used as negative racial terms coughbeanercough but hey I'm
offending you by stating facts. He enjoyed it, came, cuddled till morning, but after that it was all joking. I know exactly what it was like,
what you're feeling now, and how you're going to feel if you don't handle it correctly. I'd still have absolutely no issues fucking a guy,
sounds like fun to me. If I were of color I'd find it really condescending that people would consider me so fragile that I couldn't absorb
a little of the same kind of razzing the rest of us take - the random shit we dog each other gay best friends hook up all the time. When
we got back to my place he wanted me to "get on his level" so handed me three beers to chug. We talk about it, you make people
aware about it. I need you to draw a line in the sand, tell me with no wiggle room that this can't be a thing". I'm in a place where I can
hang out with my friends and not have to concern myself with whatever negative stereotypes our races and genders carry. You're not
just irritating me, you're setting back the progress of all mankind. Even if he is playful and flirtatious. For people to make the implication
every friendship looks the same ignores the fact that all of our relationships have their own unique dynamics. That's called casual
racism. There exist guys who like other guys dicks but don't want anything to do with kissing a guy or do any butt stuff and so on and
so on and so on. It's an old saying that the best predictor of what someone will do in the future is what he'd done in the past. The
important thing is to give him space and do your best to live your life as you would, and revisit it hopefully in the near future. Gender
and orientation don't fundamentally play too much of a role here. If you're trying gay best friends hook up get a message across it
doesn't hurt to be friendly, the way you've come at me feels snappy. It won't hurt your friendship if you don't let him develop a romantic
interest for you. It's also possible for a guy to be straight but have a guy that's a lone exception, and vice versa. When we got back to
my place he wanted me to "get on his level" so handed me three beers to chug. Because know I'm just seeing an incredibly naive
individual. This is a self-moderating sub. I haven't had the hardships you claim to have, me and my friends are always making gqy but
none of us take em seriously.
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